The Multivan 6.1

The camper van – the original.
The automotive legend. Successful on the
market for 70 years and awarded many prizes:
16x Best Car1), 14x All-Wheel Drive Car Of The
Year2), 11x Auto Trophy3).

Refined design.
Completely renewed front, new alloy wheels4),
modified colour range as well as LED headlights5)
and LED tail lights5) with a striking signature.

Proven quality.
Highly stable vehicle body, durable materials
and high-quality workmanship.

Impressive range of variants.

The icon, updated.
The Multivan

Three equipment lines, several engine/
gearbox combinations and a wide selection
of optional equipment.

Optimum off-road capability.
4MOTION all-wheel drive4), 6), Dual clutch
gearbox DSG4), 6), Hill Descent Assist4), 7), 8),
Hill Start Assist8) and mechanical differential
lock4), 7).

State-of-the-art driver assistance
systems.
Now also with Dynamic Road Sign Display4), 8)
side protection5), 8), cross wind8,) Lane Assist4), 8), 9),
Park Assist5), 8), Rear Traffic Alert4), 8) and Trailer
Assist4), 8).
1) Source: auto motor und sport, category “Vans”, last award 05/2019. 2) Source: AUTO BILD ALLRAD, category “All-wheel drive Vans”, last award 06/2019. 3) Source: AUTO ZEITUNG, category “Vans”, last award 26/2018. 4) Option at extra charge. 5) As standard in the Multivan Highline.
Option at extra charge in the Multivan Trendline and the Multivan Comfortline. 6) Not available for all engines. 7) Only in conjunction with the 4MOTION all-wheel drive. 8) Within the system thresholds. 9) The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems. They are not
released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care. Illustration includes options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

High driving comfort.
Ergonomic seats with dimensionally stable
premium padding, excellent noise insulation,
superb all-round visibility and a pleasant feeling
of space.

Best integration.
High-resolution colour Digital Cockpit1), new
radio and navigation systems with up to 23.4 cm
(9.2 inch) touchscreens2), online thanks to
integrated SIM card, mobile online services
Volkswagen We Connect3) and inductive2)
charging of smartphones.

Vehicle interior with maximum
variability.
Swivel seats4) and 3-seater bench seat in the
passenger compartment can be easily folded,
steplessly rolled and securely fixed at any point
of the rail system. Easy handling during seat
removal and installation.

Upgrade of standard equipment.

1) As standard in the Multivan Highline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Comfortline. 2) Option at extra charge. 3) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We
Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from the handover of the vehicle to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com, and use the services for the full duration of the agreed free period. 4) As standard
in the Multivan Comfortline and Multivan Highline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Trendline. 5) Within the system thresholds. Illustration includes options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available
in your country.

All equipment lines shown include a leathercovered multifunction steering wheel, a
redesigned dash panel, electric child safety lock,
Cross Wind Assist5) and LED interior lighting.
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But one thing has remained the same since the beginning – its core, the camper van DNA.

Illustration includes options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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Multivan. Multifun.
Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

More flexible. More variable. More carefully considered. The Multivan can do almost anything.

Multivan – camper van DNA
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Highly versatile. The Multivan adapts to almost any family.

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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Slide. Fold. Turn. There are a great deal of good ideas in the Multivan.

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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With attention to detail.

More sensitive.

Door stopper.

Cuddly bear.

Neck protector.

Everyone is familiar with the problem of the sweltering
sun shining on one side of the car. On the left,
the driver starts sweating, while on the right the
passenger is shivering. “Climatronic”1) provides a
remedy. Special sensors automatically adjust the
cooling output of the air conditioning system to
the sun’s rays. The driver feels a pleasant breeze.

The electric sliding doors1) have multiple little small
guards that make sure that nothing gets trapped –
no matter whether the doors are opened and closed
from the cockpit, using the remote control key from
a distance or directly using the door handle. The
built-in sensors respond immediately if, for example,
a hand touches them.

Do you work in your car on a regular basis or do you
want to spend the night in the car? Then you are
on the safe side with a power auxiliary air heater4)
with up to 3,000 watts. It keeps the vehicle interior
pleasantly warm for up to 48 hours. There is the
auxiliary water heater4) for everyone who wants to
have their windscreen freed of ice in the morning
before starting. Set accordingly, it heats up the
windscreen before setting off.

In the Multivan, it is no coincidence that the air
vents are located in the middle of the passenger
compartment in the recirculating air canopy. On
the one hand, they are easily accessible for everyone.
On the other hand, they do not blow cold air from
the side or from behind into the neck if the seats
are positioned accordingly.

Top dog.

Roller blader.

Maximum interior space. Outside as compact as
possible. The Multivan is consistently designed for
everyday life. On the one hand, it offers the vehicle
occupants plenty of head and legroom. On the
other hand, thanks to its vehicle height of less than
2,000 mm2), it fits in most underground garages.
The short wheelbase also allows a small turning
circle of only 11.9 m2).

Nothing gets caught in the Multivan. Seats, multi
functional table3) and Isobox4) run quietly back and
forth on the aluminium cover of the rail system
thanks to their hard rubber rollers – from front to
back in the passenger compartment. There are no
defined seating areas. So it does not matter where
on the rail the seats are engaged: in any case, they
are always well secured.

Quick loader.
Quiet machine.
It’s quiet in the Multivan. There are several reasons
for this. The balance shaft on the engine is one of
them. It swallows engine vibrations before they occur.
The result: the engine runs much more quietly. The
rest is largely absorbed by the assembly carrier, which
is decoupled from the running gear. Even quieter
with the insulating glass package4). It significantly
reduces external noise.

Long objects, such as skis, do not necessarily have
to be attached to the roof. They can also be easily
pushed under the 3-seater bench seat and safely
transported in the passenger compartment.

Addicted to freedom.
1) As standard in the Multivan Highline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Trendline and the Multivan Comfortline. 2) Please note that these are approximate values and dimensions may vary due to manufacturing tolerances. 3) As standard
in the Multivan Highline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Comfortline. 4) Option at extra charge. Illustration includes options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and
optional extras available in your country.
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Closely integrated
for the future.
Cars are getting smarter. The Multivan is already equipped with many digital technologies
that make driving more comfortable. For example, the high-resolution Digital Cockpit1) with
navigation map. Or Volkswagen We Connect2): multiple services that turn your smartphone
into a remote control for the car. And this is just the beginning.
1) As standard in the Multivan Highline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Comfortline. 2) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect
Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from the handover of the vehicle to register the vehicle at vwn.de/mod, and use the services for the full duration of the agreed free period.
Illustration includes options at extra charge.
Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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Second navigation map in 3D design4)

“All the important
information at a

Overview of the driving data

glance – and freely
configurable.”

You can now experience digital progress up close in the Multivan. State-of-the-art
infotainment systems with large storage capacity and the Digital Cockpit1) offer
many new functions. The latter immediately impresses with its 26 cm (10.25 inch)
display, its intense colours as well as its bright and extremely high-contrast image.
The Digital Cockpit1) is operated via the touch display of the infotainment system
and via the leather-covered multifunction steering wheel. Use the buttons to
conveniently scroll through the playlist in your smartphone media library, select
the next call via contact portraits or set the safety distance with Adaptive Cruise
Control ACC2), 3) in accordance with the statutory framework.
Even more possibilities arise when the Digital Cockpit1) is combined with the
23.4 cm (9.2 inch) “Discover Pro” navigation system2). A large second navigation
map can then be positioned on the Digital Cockpit1). In addition, traffic jam
information and available parking spaces can be imported via the Internet. An
additional benefit: both maps can be zoomed in at different distances. In that
case, the Digital Cockpit1) for instance only shows the immediate environment,
while you have a large overview on the navigation system.

Smartphone playlist

Dynamic Road Sign Display

New Digital Cockpit
1) As standard in the Multivan Highline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Comfortline. 2) Option at extra charge. 3) Within the system thresholds.
Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

4) Only available in conjunction with the ”Discover Pro” navigation system.

Illustrations include options at extra charge.  
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We Connect Plus1), 2): Lock & Unlock4)

We Connect1):
Parking Position

Wireless App-Connect2), 6)

We Connect1)
and We Connect Plus1), 2)

We Connect1)

“No matter whether via

Breakdown call NEW
Information call
Parking Position
Automatic Accident Notification NEW
Vehicle status
Doors & Lights
Vehicle Health Report
Driving Data
Service Scheduling

app or Sat Nav – We
Connect1) makes the
Multivan more digital
than ever before.”

We Connect Plus1), 2)
With Volkswagen We Connect1) driving a car will now be even more digital, closely
integrated and comfortable. A wide range of services gives you quick access to
the Multivan – conveniently via your smartphone. The heart of the system is the
We Connect1) App. It connects your smartphone to the vehicle with an integrated
SIM card. The free We Connect1) basic package includes various vehicle reports,
useful tools for service planning and a breakdown call. Also included: the parking
position finder, which guides you directly to the vehicle. You can add many other
services with the We Connect Plus1), 2) package. For example, using your smartphone
you can start or program the auxiliary heating system3), the online anti-theft
warning system immediately sends a message to the mobile phone in the event
of burglary attempts, and thanks to online map updates, the map material is
always up to date. To take advantage of these exclusive services, you can register
today with the We Connect1) Portal. Once your vehicle has been activated, you
can access the full range of Mobile Online Services.

Online Traffic Information NEW
Online POI search
Online Map Update NEW
Online Voice Control NEW
Media Streaming7) NEW
Area Alert
Online anti-theft warning system
Online Auxiliary Heater3)
Lock & Unlock4)
Internet Radio7) NEW
Wi-Fi hotspot7) NEW
Speed Alert
Horn & Turn Signals
Online Route Calculation
Filling Stations and Charging Stations
Parking Spaces

We Connect Plus1), 2): Online anti-theft
warning system

Inductive charging station5)
1) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have
90 days from the handover of the vehicle to register the vehicle at vwn.de/mod, and use the services for the full duration of the agreed free period. 2) An extra charge is payable from the second year onwards in the event of active renewal. 3) Only available in conjunction with the optional waterbased auxiliary heater. 4) The Lock & Unlock service is a security feature and requires a prior identity check by means of the Volkswagen ID procedure. This involves your identity being checked by a Volkswagen dealer or via video chat. 5) Option at extra charge. 6) Only in conjunction with a

We Connect Plus1), 2): Online Traffic Information
CarPlay-capable device from the “Discover Media” navigation system. 7) Only available in conjunction with the Streaming & Internet package. The scope of services of We Connect and We Connect Plus
may vary and can be used at a later date. Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available
in your country.
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Parking steering assistance
“Park Assist”.1), 2) NEW

Trailer manoeuvring system
“Trailer Assist”.1), 3) NEW

Provides help with parking
in parallel and bay parking
spaces by automatically
carrying out the optimum
steering movements.

Simplifies the control of
a trailer combination for
manoeuvring in bay parking
spaces and for precise
reverse driving.

Side protection.1), 2) NEW
Monitors the sides of the
vehicle during the journey
and indicates critical
approaches to pillars or
walls on the display of the
Infotainment systems.

Tyre Pressure Monitoring
System.1), 3) NEW

Dynamic Road Sign
Display.1), 3) NEW

Informs the driver about the
current tyre pressure before
and during the journey and
issues a warning in the event
of pressure loss. There are
sensors in each wheel that
provide information about
the tyre pressure by radio.

Detects speed limits and
signs indicating noovertaking zones and
time- and weatherrelated restrictions
by means of a special
camera and informs
the driver via the
multifunction display.

Cross Wind Assist.1) NEW

“Lane Assist”.1), 3), 4) NEW

Rear Traffic Alert.1), 3) NEW

Stabilises the vehicle in
strong gusty cross winds
through automatic braking
interventions.

Detects your own lane via a
multifunction camera and
corrects steering if you are
close to crossing the lane
boundary lines.

Provides help with reversing
out of a parking space. If
the driver does not respond
to the acoustic warning
when a vehicle approaches
a critical distance, a brake
is applied.

Adaptive Cruise
Control ACC, incl.
“Front Assist” with City
Emergency Braking
System.1), 3)
Adjusts the speed of your
vehicle to the speed of the
vehicle ahead through
active intervention,
maintaining the distance
specified by the driver.

Hill Descent Assist.1), 3), 5)
Enables controlled and
comfortable hill descent
by reducing the engine
speed and, if necessary,
braking.

Ten driver assistance systems that make your life even easier.
1) Within the system thresholds. 2) As standard in the Multivan Highline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Trendline and the Multivan Comfortline. 3) Option at extra charge. 4) The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems. They are not released from their
responsibility to drive with the utmost care. 5) Only in conjunction with the 4MOTION all-wheel drive.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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4MOTION all-wheel drive1), 2), running gear and gearbox

A question of drive.

4MOTION all-wheel drive.1), 2) Via an electronically controlled
multiplate clutch on the rear axle, the all-wheel drive automatically
adapts the power transmission to the respective driving situation.
The system’s low weight is the basis for optimum driving behaviour
and high driving dynamics.

Dual clutch gearbox DSG.1), 2) The TDI engines can be combined
with an adaptive 7-speed dual clutch gearbox. This enables a fully
automatic, smooth gear change without interruption of tractive
power and adapts to the driver’s driving style.

Mechanical differential lock.1), 2), 3) As additional support to the 4MOTION
all-wheel drive1), 2), a mechanical differential lock is available for the rear axle.
This makes it easier to start off in difficult off-road conditions and makes the
Multivan one of the most all-terrain vehicles in its class.

Adaptive chassis control DCC.1), 4) The following driver profiles are
available “normal”, “comfortable”, “eco” and “sporty”. The selection
is made via a button and can also be made while the vehicle is in
motion. In addition, you can also create your own driving profile.

Everyone has their own driving style – and there is a right drive for everyone. Whether
sporty, comfortable or efficient: the Multivan’s engine/gearbox combinations and running
gear adjustments hardly set any limits to your desire for freedom.

1) Not available for all engines. 2) Option at extra charge 3) Only available in conjunction with the 4MOTION all-wheel drive.
details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

4) Not available for the Multivan Comfortline with long wheelbase.

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealership for
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Multivan Trendline

Multivan Comfortline
Page
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A van for all
occasions.
Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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Multivan Highline
Page
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A car says a lot about the person who drives it.
That is why you can equip your Multivan as you wish
with anything that suits you and your lifestyle. Do you
want to get started right away? Then go to page 54.
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Off the beaten track.

Sara turned her hobby into her profession. On foot, she and her family explore hidden hiking
trails throughout Europe. She also shares her passion for nature with others and regularly
gives hiking tips via the internet. There is one thing she always takes to the start of the route:
the Multivan Trendline.

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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The Multivan Trendline
owned by Sara
Series
highlights

Radiator grille with two chrome trims
Leather-covered multifunction
steering wheel NEW
Five seats
Removable folding table1)
(for indoors and outdoors)
Electric childproof lock NEW
Cross Wind Assist3) NEW

Special
equipment

17-inch “Aracaju” alloy wheels NEW
“Discover Media” navigation system NEW
Two rotating individual seats
Good Night Package
Sun blinds
32-l cool box, incl. second battery
Multiflex board with padding
“Rear View” reversing camera
“Premium” bicycle carrier for the
tow bar NEW

Sara

“We need a car that
can handle anything.
No matter where the
journey takes us.”
Explore the world with young and old – this is a great deal of fun in the Multivan
Trendline. Its optional seating for up to seven and its large luggage compartment
offer plenty of room to take everyone and everything with you. On the way, the
two comfort seats with lumbar support in the cab and the wide 3-seater bench
seat ensure a relaxed journey. After arriving, the journey of discovery continues
in the passenger compartment. There is a folding table in the sliding door trim1)
that can be hooked into the passenger compartment as a two-legged unit or
set up outside as a four-legged unit – for a small snack, for example. If someone
gets tired, a large lying surface can be conjured up in no time at all from the
3-seater bench seat and the multiflex board2). The Multivan Trendline adapts
perfectly to life. Every day anew.

3-seater bench seat with folding table1).

“Rear View”2) reversing camera

“Premium”2) bicycle carrier
1) The interior folding table may only be used when the vehicle is stationary.
in your country.

2) Option at extra charge.

3) Within system limits.

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealership for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available

Folding table1) for indoors and outdoors
Multivan – Multivan Trendline
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Max and Maren love one thing above all else: cities. Big and small. Trendy places and hidden gems.
As there are so many of them, they are often on the road. They also usually find a large souvenir
at markets. The Multivan Comfortline offers enough space to take these souvenirs home.

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

The city hopper.
Multivan – Multivan Comfortline
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Practical folding table5),
can be lowered into the side trim

“Discover Media”1) navigation system

Max

“If we see something
beautiful, we just take
it home with us.”

The Multivan Comfortline
The Multivan Comfortline makes every city trip an absolute pleasure. On the way
there, the Adaptive Cruise Control ACC1), 2) ensures a consistent distance to the
vehicle in front. At the same time, Lane Assist1), 2), 3) detects the road markings via
the multifunction camera. Small gusts of wind from the left or right are corrected
by Cross Wind Assist2) immediately by means of gentle braking interventions. This
help to keep the Multivan in its lane. The passenger compartment is available for
a coffee break every now and then. There you can fold out the table and make
yourself comfortable on the 3-seater bench seat.

by Max, Maren and Teddy
Flexible luggage compartment
up to 2,532 mm4) long

Sliding 3-seater bench seat

“Side assist” lane change assist1), 2)
Series
highlights

Special
equipment

Upon arrival, the Multivan Comfortline can be steered gently over cobblestones.
The adaptive chassis control DCC1) comfortably cushions uneven surfaces. Even
parking in underground garages is no problem. With a vehicle height of less than
2,000 mm4), the camper van fits through almost any entry system. If you then
stroll around the alleys and see a beautiful piece of furniture, there is no need
to hesitate for long. Thanks to the rail system, the luggage compartment can be
enlarged at will. Giving you the freedom you need.

1) Option at extra charge. 2) Within system limits. 3) The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems. They are not released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care. 4) Please note that these are approximate values and dimensions may vary due to
manufacturing tolerances. 5) The folding table may only be used when the vehicle is stationary. 6) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or
We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from the handover of the vehicle to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com, and use the services for the full duration of the agreed free period. 7) At an extra charge in the

event of renewal from the second year onwards.
your country.

Radiator grille
with five chrome trims NEW
Light & Sight package
“Premium” multifunction display NEW
Seven seats
Folding table5), can be lowered into the
side panel
17-inch “Posada” alloy wheels NEW
“Discover Media” navigation system NEW
We Connect Plus6), 7) NEW
Adaptive chassis control DCC
“Park Assist” parking steering
assistance2) NEW
“Side Assist” lane change assist2)
Adaptive Cruise Control ACC
incl. “Front Assist”2)
Dog transport box
Fuel tank with 80 l tank volume
Loading sill protection for the
rear bumper

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealership for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in
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The Multivan Comfortline
with long wheelbase.

8

7

6

5

*The long wheelbase is only available for the Multivan Comfortline.

Even 40 cm* more can make a difference. For example, when the relatives

For those who need even more

announce that they are coming on the weekend excursion. Suddenly, not just

seats, there is the Caravelle with

five or seven – but eight full seats are needed. No problem for the Multivan

long wheelbase.

Comfortline with long wheelbase*.

7 seats as standard

Perfect for a
long weekend.
Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealership for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

The Caravelle
with long wheelbase.

1 Heidi
2 Walter
3 Ben
4 Lana
5 Jacob
6 Hanna
7 Sophie
8 Lotta
+ Barney

Short wheelbase
Long wheelbase*

8 seats optional

9
9 seats optional

Long wheelbase

Multivan – Multivan Comfortline
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Workspace 6.1
Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

Paul is on the road a lot. In the city, the interior designer is constantly looking for new inspirations
for his projects. And the passionate mountain biker finds the necessary relaxation in nature.
His most important companion is always with him: the Multivan Highline.

Multivan – Multivan Highline
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Paul

“Others choose
a sports car.
I need a car for sport.”

No other vehicle combines leisure and work as perfectly as the Multivan Highline.
Carefully developed, the design still carries elements of its legendary predecessor.
The numerous chrome parts and the multifunctionality are a homage to the very
first VW camper van. A total of six chrome-coloured trims adorn the front of the
vehicle. One of them, the bottom one, completely frames the elegant all-rounder.
The Multivan Highline is stylishly rounded off by its standard 17-inch “Aracaju”
alloy wheels in silver, the new LED headlights, the new LED tail lights and the dark
privacy glass.

Stowage areas under the individual seat

Its highly functional vehicle interior, however, shows that it is capable of much
more than just a stunning appearance. From the simultaneous display of the
navigation map on the Digital Cockpit and the screen of the “Discover Pro”1)
navigation system to the removable cool box1) for cool drinks and practical
accessories such as sturdy bicycle attachments2), the Multivan Highline impresses
with many leisure details. A wonderful way to combine work and leisure.
Leather-covered multifunction
steering wheel and Digital Cockpit

Wireless App-Connect1), 3)

Passenger compartment with 6-rail system,
2 electrical sliding doors and bicycle support system2)
18-inch “Teresina” alloy wheel1) and LED headlights
1) Option at extra charge. 2) Option at extra charge from Bikefix.
standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

3) Only available in conjunction with a CarPlay-capable device from the “Discover Media” navigation system.

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealership for details of the

Multivan – Multivan Highline
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The Multivan Highline
owned by Paul
Series
highlights

Radiator grille with five chrome
trim strips NEW
Chrome package NEW
ParkPilot front and rear and side
protection3) NEW
“Discover Media” navigation system NEW
“Park Assist”3) parking steering
assistance NEW
LED headlights and LED tail lights NEW
Dynamic running gear, 20 mm4)
lowered body
Digital Cockpit NEW
“Climatronic” 3-zone air conditioning
system
Electric sliding doors
Privacy glass in the passenger
compartment
Seven seats
3-seater bench seat with centre
armrest
Multifunctional table with stowage
areas NEW
USB-C double charging socket in the
passenger compartment NEW

Optional
equipment

18-inch “Teresina” alloy wheels NEW
Adaptive chassis control DCC
“Discover Pro” navigation system NEW
“Comfort” mobile telephone interface
incl. inductive charging function NEW
“Nappa” leather seat upholstery
Electrical 12-way seats
Bike holder from Bikefix

The spacious vehicle interior of the Multivan Highline can also be used in everyday
working life. With its comfortable 3-seater bench seat, its two individual swivel
seats and the multifunctional table that can be moved and folded out freely,
the passenger compartment is perfectly equipped for short meetings. Power for
laptops and smartphones is supplied by the 230 V socket1) on the driver seat and
the two USB C charging sockets in the side trim. And thanks to the “Climatronic”
3-zone air conditioning system, you can keep a cool head even during longer
negotiations.

Multifunctional table with stowage areas, 3-seater bench seat with centre armrest
and illuminated USB-C double charging socket in the side trim

Cool box1)

4MOTION all-wheel drive1), 2)
1) Option at extra charge. 2) Not available for all engines. 3) Within the system thresholds.
for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

4) Please note that these are approximate values and dimensions may vary due to manufacturing tolerances.

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer
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Standard equipment and dimensions of the Multivan Trendline.
Dimensions in mm1)

1,904

2,297

2,532

1,320
571

1,970

4,904

993

My camper van.
My life.
The decision for a Multivan is always a decision for more freedom. For the freedom
to follow one’s heart alone and to consistently go one’s own way. This also applies
to the equipment. The extensive standard equipment can be tailored precisely to your
individual needs with many other extras – starting on page 54.
1) Please note that these are approximate values and dimensions may vary due to manufacturing tolerances. 2) The folding table may only be used in the vehicle interior when the vehicle is stationary.
Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

3) Within the system thresholds.

Illustration includes options at extra charge.  

3,000

908

Design

Cockpit

Passenger compartment

Driver assistance and safety systems

16-inch steel wheels with wheel trim
H7 halogen headlights NEW
Front and rear bumpers in body colour
Radiator grille with two chrome trim strips NEW
Door mirror housing and door handles, unpainted
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Chrome-coloured “Multivan” badge next to the side
turn signals NEW

Dash panel with black painted trim, chrome
applications, stowage compartments and lockable
glove box NEW
Leather-covered multifunction steering wheel NEW
“Plus” multifunction display NEW
Additional 12 V socket on the dash panel NEW
Height-adjustable comfort seats with manually
adjustable lumbar supports and armrests
“Quadratic” cloth seat upholstery
in Titanium Black NEW
Carpeted floor
Access handles for driver and front passenger
Sun visors with vanity mirrors

Sliding door, right side
Plastic floor with 4-rail system
3-seater bench seat, sliding, with reclining function
Removable folding table2) (for indoors and outdoors)
LED interior lighting NEW
Step light trim with “Trendline” lettering

Electromechanical steering NEW
Driver Alert System
Cross Wind Assist3) NEW
Electronic Stability Programme with brake assist
system, ABS, traction control system, electronic
differential lock and Hill Start Assist
Daytime running lights
Front, side and head curtain airbags for driver and
front passenger
Automatic Post-Collision Braking System
Electronic immobiliser
Central locking system with internal actuation
Electric childproof lock NEW
eCall NEW

Infotainment and connectivity

Air conditioning in the cab with electronic control

“Composition Colour” radio system with 16.5 cm
(6.5 inch) touchscreen and four loudspeakers NEW

Recirculating air canopy and auxiliary heater in the
passenger compartment

Luggage compartment
Six fastening rings for luggage securing
Two LED luggage compartment lights NEW
Air conditioning and sliding headliner

Multivan – overview of standard equipment
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Standard equipment and dimensions of the Multivan Comfortline/Multivan Comfortline with long wheelbase1).

Standard equipment and dimensions of the Multivan Highline.
Dimensions in mm5) (short/long wheelbase)

Dimensions in mm5)

2,532

2,297

1,904

1,904

2,297

2,532/2,932

4,904

1,320

1,950

551

571/574 1,320/1,332

1,970/1,990

4,904/5,304

993

3,000/3,400

993

908

3,000

908

Design

Cockpit

Passenger compartment

Driver assistance and safety systems

Design

Cockpit

Passenger compartment

Driver assistance and safety systems

16-inch “Clayton” alloy wheels2) in Silver or 17-inch
“Devonport” alloy wheels2) in Silver
Radiator grille with five chrome trim strips NEW
H7 halogen headlights NEW
Front and rear bumpers, door mirror housing and
door handles in body colour
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Chrome-coloured “Multivan” badge next to the side
turn signals NEW

Dash panel with black painted trims, chrome
applications, stowage compartments and lockable
glove box NEW
Decorative trims in Bright Brushed Grey NEW
Leather-covered multifunction steering wheel NEW
“Premium” multifunction display NEW
Additional 12 V socket on the dash panel NEW
Height-adjustable comfort seats with manually
adjustable lumbar supports and armrests
“Circuit” cloth seat upholstery in Titanium Black NEW
Carpeted floor
Access handles for driver and front passenger
Sun visors with illuminated vanity mirrors

Sliding door, right side
Carpeted floor with 4-rail system
Two swivel seats, sliding
3-seater bench seat, sliding, with reclining function
Folding table4), can be lowered into the side panel
LED interior lighting NEW
Step light trim with “Comfortline” lettering

Dynamic running gear
(body lowered by approx. 20 mm)5))
17-inch “Aracaju” alloy wheels in Silver NEW
Radiator grille with five chrome trims NEW
Chrome package NEW
LED headlights and LED tail lights NEW
Fog lights with integrated static cornering light
function
Front and rear bumpers, door mirror housing and
door handles in car body colour
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
B pillar in high-gloss black
Chrome-coloured “Multivan” badge next to the side
turn signals NEW

Dash panel with black painted trim, chrome
applications, stowage compartments and lockable
glove box NEW
Decorative trims in Pewter Wave Grey NEW
Leather-covered multifunction steering wheel NEW
Digital Cockpit NEW
Additional 12 V socket on the dash panel NEW
Height-adjustable comfort seats with manually
adjustable lumbar supports and armrests
“ArtVelours” microfleece seat upholstery, two-tone
in Palladium/Titanium Black NEW
Carpeted floor and carpet mats
Sun visors with illuminated vanity mirrors

Electric sliding doors, left and right side
Carpeted floor with 6-rail system NEW
Two swivel seats, sliding
3-seater bench seat, sliding, with centre armrest
Multifunction table NEW
LED interior lighting
Step light trim with “Highline” lettering

Infotainment and connectivity

Air conditioning and sliding headliner

Infotainment and connectivity

Air conditioning and sliding headliner

“ Composition Colour” radio system with 16.5 cm
(6.5 inch) touchscreen and six loudspeakers NEW
USB-C double charging socket in the passenger
compartment3) NEW

Air conditioning in the cab with electronic control
Recirculating air canopy and auxiliary heater in the
passenger compartment
Sun blinds on the rear side windows

Electromechanical steering NEW
Driver Alert System
Cross Wind Assist6) NEW
Electronic Stability Programme with brake assist
system, ABS, traction control system, electronic
differential lock and Hill Start Assist
Light & Sight package incl. rain sensor, automatic
anti-dazzle interior mirror, automatic headlight
control and “Coming Home/Leaving Home” function
Front, side and head curtain airbags for driver and
front passenger
Automatic Post-Collision Braking System
Electronic immobiliser
Central locking system with internal actuation
Electric childproof lock NEW
eCall NEW
Washer fluid level display

“Discover Media” navigation system with 20.3 cm (8
inch) touchscreen and six loudspeakers NEW
USB-C double charging socket in the passenger
compartment NEW

“Climatronic” 3-zone air conditioning system
Recirculating air canopy and auxiliary heater in the
passenger compartment
Sun blinds on the rear side windows

Electromechanical steering NEW
Driver Alert System
Cross Wind Assist6) NEW
ParkPilot front and rear and side protection6) NEW
“Park Assist” parking steering assistance6) NEW
Electronic Stability Programme with brake assist
system, ABS, traction control system, electronic
differential lock and Hill Start Assist
Light & Sight package incl. rain sensor, automatic
anti-dazzle interior mirror, automatic headlight
control and “Coming Home/Leaving Home” function
Front, side and head curtain airbags for driver and
front passenger
Automatic Post-Collision Braking System
Electronic immobiliser
Central locking system with internal actuation
Electric childproof lock with SAFELOCK NEW
eCall NEW
Anti-theft warning system with interior monitoring
Washer fluid level display and heated washer jets

Luggage compartment
Six fastening rings for luggage securing
Two LED luggage compartment lights NEW
Luggage compartment cover

1) The long wheelbase is only available for the Multivan Comfortline. 2) Depending on the engine/gearbox combination. 3) Not available for the Multivan Comfortline with long wheelbase. 4) The folding table may only be used when the vehicle is stationary.
approximate values and dimensions may vary due to manufacturing tolerances. 6) Within the system thresholds.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

5) Please note that these are

Luggage compartment
Six fastening rings for luggage securing
Two LED luggage compartment lights
Luggage compartment cover
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With the new Multivan CRUISE you are driving a car of the future today.

Exterior

The reason for this is its intelligent driver assistance systems, which

Chrome package NEW
LED headlights and tinted LED
tail lights NEW
Fog lights with integrated static cornering light
function
16-inch “Clayton” alloy wheels in Silver3)
17-inch “Devenport” alloy wheels in Silver3)
Electrically adjustable, heated, folding
door mirrors
“CRUISE” badge on the B-pillars NEW
Step insert in the passenger compartment and lock
carrier loading sill protection in stainless steel NEW
Insulating glass package with privacy glass in the
passenger compartment

can support you in almost any situation – when overtaking, parking
or leisurely cruising on the motorway. Its many sensors point in all
directions: for example, to the left and right for the “Side Assist”1) lane
change assist or to the rear for Rear Traffic Alert1).
18-inch “Teresina” alloy wheel

Interior
“ArtVelours” microfleece seat upholstery, two-tone
in Palladium/Titanium Black NEW
Decorative trim in Bright Brushed Grey
Step lighting in the passenger compartment with
“CRUISE” lettering NEW
Function
Digital Cockpit
“Discover Media” navigation system with 20.3 cm
(8 inch) touchscreen and six loudspeakers NEW

CRUISE
New: Multivan 6.1

1) Within the system thresholds. 2) The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems. They are not released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care.
“Teresina” alloy wheels in Black, burnished finish.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

3) Depending on the engine/gearbox combination.

Illustrations show options at extra charge, e.g. 18-inch

“Climatronic” 3-zone air conditioning system
Seat heating for driver and front passenger
“Side Assist” lane change assist1)
“Lane Assist” lane keeping system1), 2) NEW
Adaptive Cruise Control ACC incl. “Front
Assist” and City Emergency Braking System1)
“Park Assist” parking steering assistance1) with
ParkPilot front and rear and side protection1) NEW
Rear Traffic Alert1) NEW
The Multivan CRUISE is based on the Multivan
Comfortline. More standard equipment for the
Multivan Comfortline can be found on page 46.

Multivan – new: Multivan CRUISE
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GENE RATION
SIX
Multivan 6.1

The Multivan GENERATION SIX is reminiscent of one of the greats of
automotive history: the T1 camper van. The striking design is deliberately
based on the two-tone paint finish of bygone times. The nostalgic
appearance is rounded off with the extensive chrome package, the
“GENERATION SIX” badges and the 17-inch “Aracaju” alloy wheels in
Silver as standard. If you want to get even closer to the original, you
can also equip your Multivan GENERATION SIX with “Bulli” badges1)
and thus pay special tribute to the legendary classic.

1) Option at extra charge. 2) Within the system thresholds. Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen
dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

Exterior
Chrome package
LED head lights and tinted LED tail lights NEW
Fog lights with integrated static cornering light
function
17-inch “Aracaju” alloy wheels in Silver NEW
Electrically adjustable, heated folding door mirrors
“GENERATION SIX” badge on the B-pillars
Stainless steel insert on the step in the passenger
compartment and on the lock carrier loading sill
protection
Insulating glass package with privacy glass in the
passenger compartment
Interior
“ArtVelours” microfleece seat upholstery, twocoloured in Palladium/Titanium Black NEW
Decorative trims in Pewter Wave Grey NEW
B-pillars in high-gloss Black
Carpet floor mats
Step light trim with “GENERATION SIX” lettering
Function
“Discover Media” navigation system with 20.3 cm
(8 inch) touchscreen and six loudspeakers NEW
“Climatronic” 3-zone air conditioning system
Seat heating for driver and front passenger
“Side Assist” lane change assist2)
Adaptive Cruise Control ACC incl. “Front
Assist” and City Emergency Braking System2)
ParkPilot front and rear2)
Dynamic Road Sign Display2) NEW
“Light Assist” high-beam assistant
The Multivan GENERATION SIX is based on the
Multivan Comfortline. More standard equipment for
the Multivan Comfortline can be found on page 46.

Multivan – Multivan GENERATION SIX
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EDITION
Multivan 6.1

Exterior

Metallic paint finishes2)

LED headlights and tinted LED tail lights NEW
Fog lights with integrated static cornering light
function
17-inch “Aracaju” alloy wheels in Black,
burnished finish NEW
Electrically foldable door mirrors
Door mirror housing painted in black
B-pillars in high-gloss black
Roof in high-gloss black
Bumper, door handles and tailgate handle
in body colour
Decorative film1) with “EDITION” lettering
on the side skirts and at the rear NEW
Privacy glass in the passenger compartment

The Multivan EDITION celebrates sporty elegance in an

Interior

inimitable way. Carefully selected paint finishes contrast

Step light trim with “EDITION” lettering

with black high-gloss surfaces and add-on parts. New

Function

decorative films1) with red accent line underline the dynamic

Cruise control incl. speed limiter

appearance. The Multivan EDITION also impresses with

The Multivan EDITION is based on the Multivan
Comfortline. More standard equipment for the
Multivan Comfortline can be found on page 46.

Reflex Silver

Indium Grey

Ravenna Blue NEW

Mojave Beige

individual highlights, including the black 17-inch “Aracaju”

Copper Bronze NEW

alloy wheels with a burnished finish, which are reserved
exclusively for it.

Fortana Red NEW

Solid paint finishes

Candy White

Pure Grey solid paint finish NEW
1) After one to three years, decorative films may show signs of use and ageing, especially when exposed to direct sun. In very hot climates already during the first year. If the decorative film remains on the vehicle for a longer period, visual differences may become apparent between the area of the
paint finish protected by the decorative film and the uncovered areas. 2) Option at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

Cherry Red

Multivan – Multivan EDITION
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Paint finishes

Metallic paint finishes

Paint finishes

09

12

10

13

11

Two-tone paint finishes

14

01
02
03
04
05
06
07

Mojave Beige/Deep Black NEW
Reflex Silver/Indium Grey NEW
Reflex Silver/Starlight Blue NEW
Reflex Silver/Fortana Red NEW
Candy White/Copper Bronze NEW
Candy White/Bay Leaf Green NEW
Candy White/Ascot Grey NEW

Trendline

Comfortline

Highline
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●
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●
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●

●
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Pearl effect paint finish
08 Deep Black
Metallic paint finishes
15

09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

16

01

Two-tone paint finishes

Pearl effect paint finish

02

03

04

Solid paint finishes

Reflex Silver
Indium Grey
Starlight Blue
Ravenna Blue NEW
Mojave Beige
Copper Bronze NEW
Fortana Red NEW
Bay Leaf Green NEW

Solid paint finishes

08

17

18

19

17 Candy White
18 Cherry Red
19 Pure Grey NEW
Individual paint finishes

05

06

The illustrations on these pages can only be used as a guide because the colours cannot be reproduced realistically in print.

The Multivan is also available in many
other colours upon request.
Your Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles
partner will be pleased to inform you
about the wide range of options for
individual paint finishes.

07

Illustrations include options at extra charge.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

•

Standard equipment

•

Optional equipment

– Not available

Multivan – paint finishes
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16

"

Wheels

03

05

04

18

"

1) Depending on the engine/gearbox combination.
and optional extras available in your country.

2) Only available for the Multivan EDITION.

06

Wheels

10

Comfortline

Highline
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●1)
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●1)

●
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●
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16-inch wheels
01	Steel wheel with wheel trim NEW 6 1/2 J x 16.
With 215/65 R 16 tyres.
02	“Clayton” alloy wheel 6 1/2 J x 16.
In Silver. With 215/65 R 16 tyres.

01

17-inch wheels

02

17

"

07

08

03	Steel wheel with centre cap 7 J x 17.
With 235/55 R 17 tyres.
04 “Devonport” alloy wheel 7 J x 17.
In Silver. With 235/55 R 17 tyres.
05	“Aracaju” alloy wheel NEW 7 J x 17.
In Silver. With 235/55 R 17 tyres.
06	“Aracaju” alloy wheel NEW 7 J x 17.
In Black, burnished finish. With 235/55 R 17 tyres.
07	“Woodstock” alloy wheel 7 J x 17.
In Black, burnished finish. With 235/55 R 17 tyres.
08	“Posada” alloy wheel NEW 7 J x 17.
In Black, burnished finish. With 235/55 R 17 tyres.
18-inch wheels
09	“Springfield” alloy wheel 8 J x 18.
In Silver. With 255/45 R 18 tyres.
10	“Springfield” alloy wheel 8 J x 18.
In Black. With 255/45 R 18 tyres.
11	“Palmerston” alloy wheel 8 J x 18.
In Black, burnished finish. With 255/45 R 18 tyres.
12	“Teresina” alloy wheel NEW 8 J x 18.
In Black, burnished finish. With 255/45 R 18 tyres.
13	“Valdivia” alloy wheel NEW 8 J x 18.
In Black, burnished finish. With 255/45 R 18 tyres.
Winter tyres as additional wheel set

09

Trendline

11

Our vehicles are equipped with summer tyres as standard. Your Volkswagen dealer will be pleased to advise you.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment

12

•

Standard equipment

13

•

Optional equipment

– Not available
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Interior colour and decorative trims

Equipment

Trendline

Comfortline

Highline

●

●

●

—
—
—

●

—

—

●

●

●

●

—

—
—

●

—
—

●

●

Seat covers

Interior colour
01 | 02

01	Titanium Black/Titanium Black with applications in chrome
finish and black painted trims NEW

05

08

06

09

Decorative trims
02 in Bright Brushed Grey NEW
03 in Pewter Wave Grey NEW
04 in Grey Woodgrain NEW
Seat covers

01 | 03

05 “Quadratic” fabric in Titanium BlackNEW
06 “Circuit” fabric in Titanium Black NEW
07	“ArtVelours” microfleece, two-tone
in Palladium/Titanium Black NEW
08 “Nappa” leather in Titanium Black
09	“Nappa” leather, two-tone in Moon Rock/Titanium Black
10	“Nappa” leather, two-tone in Marrakesh/Titanium Black
11	“Nappa” leather, two-tone in Palladium/Titanium Black NEW

—
—
—
—

01 | 04

The illustrations on these pages can only be used as a guide because the colours cannot be reproduced realistically in print.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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●

●

●

●

07

•

Standard equipment

10

11

•

Optional equipment

– Not available

Multivan – interior colour, decorative trims and seat covers
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Equipment

Trendline

Comfortline

Highline

01

Equipment

Design
 umpers in body colour
B
Door mirror housing, door and tailgate handles not painted
Door mirror housing, door and tailgate handles in body colour
Radiator grille with two chrome trim strips NEW
Radiator grille with five chrome trim strips NEW
Chrome package
H7 front head ights (see figure on p. 26)
LED headlights NEW
LED tail lights NEW
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Electrically adjustable, folding heated door mirrors
“Multivan” badges on the wings NEW
“Bulli” badges on the wings NEW

Comfortline

Highline

●

●

●

●

—

04

Cockpit (continued)
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●
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●

●

●
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●

Cockpit
02

Dash panel with numerous stowage compartments,
drink holders and lockable glove box NEW
Dash panel with applications in chrome finish
and black painted trims NEW
Dash panel with decorative trim in Bright Brushed Grey
(see figure on p. 58) NEW
Dash panel with decorative trim in Pewter Wave Grey
(see figure on p. 58) NEW
Dash panel with decorative trim in Grey Woodgrain
(see figure on p. 58) NEW
Comfort seats with manual lumbar support and armrests,
infinitely variable
Electric lumbar support
Electric 12-way seat adjustment

Trendline

●

●

●

●

●

●

—
—

●

—

01 Chrome package. With additional chrome trims
on the lower air grille, on the sides and at the rear,
it sets elegant shiny accents.
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05

Infotainment and connectivity
01 LED head lights. Gives the vehicle an attractive
signature with a large headlight and high light
volume at the same time.

—

—

Leather-covered multifunction steering wheel
(see figure on p. 04) NEW
“Plus” multifunction display
“Premium” multifunction display
Digital cockpit with 26 cm (10.25 inch) display
(see figure on p. 19) NEW
Electric windows
Carpeted floor
Rubber floor mats
Carpet floor mats
LED lighting in the roof console
LED gooseneck lamp (12 V)
230 V socket on driver’s seat frame NEW
12 V socket
Second 12 V socket
Insulating glass package
Access handles for driver and front passenger

02 Electrically adjustable, heated, folding door
mirrors. Automatically folded to the vehicle when
the vehicle is locked by means of remote control.

03

03 “Bulli” badge. The signet in chrome finish sits
next to the turn signal repeater.
Electric 12-way seat adjustment. Lumbar support,
backrest tilt, seat height, seat surface tilt and
longitudinal adjustment can be individually adjusted
and saved.

1) Also available with DAB+ and comfort telephony upon request. 2) As standard in the Multivan Trendline. 3) As standard in the Multivan Comfortline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Trendline. 4) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log
into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from the handover of the vehicle to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com,
and use the services for the full duration of the agreed free period. 5) At an extra charge in the event of renewal from the second year onwards. 6) Only in conjunction with a CarPlay-capable device from the “Discover Media” navigation system. 7) Also available with comfort telephony upon
request. 8) As standard in the Multivan Highline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Comfortline. 9) Sliding windows are not made of insulating glass.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

“Composition Colour” radio system NEW
“Discover Media” navigation system NEW
“Discover Pro” navigation system NEW
Voice control
Bluetooth hands-free set
“Comfort” mobile telephone interface
incl. inductive charging function (see figure on p. 20) NEW

Sliding door, right side
Sliding door, left side
Electrical power closing for sliding doors
Electric sliding doors incl. roll-back function
Step light trim with lettering

Standard equipment

•

Optional equipment

05 “Discovery Media” navigation system.1) The
system with a 20.3 cm (8 inch) colour touch display
with proximity sensors, 4x 20 watt power and six
speakers offers hybrid navigation, a choice of various
map options, free map updates via the Internet, 32 GB
of media storage, two external USB and a Bluetooth
interface, hybrid voice control and Internet radio. The
system supports wireless6) App-Connect, We Connect4)
and We Connect Plus4), 5).
06 “Discover Pro” navigation system.7) In addition
to the functions of the “Discover Media” navigation
system, the system offers a 23.4 cm (9.2 inch)
colour touch display including proximity sensors,
simultaneous display of the navigation map on
the Digital Cockpit8) and on the navigation system
screen, 64 GB of media memory and DAB+.
Voice control. Use your voice to control numerous
telephone, navigation and audio functions.
“Comfort” mobile telephone interface incl. inductive
charging function. Improves reception and wirelessly
charges the battery of compatible smartphones.
“Premium” multifunction display. Displays important
driving and vehicle information in 3D and colour.

Passenger compartment

•

06

04 “Composition Colour” radio system.1) The system
with a 16.5 cm (6.5 inch) colour touch display,
4x 20 watt power and four2) or six3) loudspeakers has
an SD card slot, two external USB and Bluetooth
interfaces and supports We Connect4) basic services
and selected services from We Connect Plus4), 5).

– Not available
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●

●

●

●

Insulating glass package. Windscreen, side windows9)
and rear window are made of insulating glass. The
windows in the passenger compartment are also
tinted.
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Equipment

Trendline

Comfortline

Highline

01

Equipment

Passenger compartment (continued)
Rail system
3-seater bench seat, folding, sliding and removable
(see figure on p. 30)
3-seater bench seat with centre armrest, folding, sliding and
removable (see figure on p. 43)
Two swivel seats, folding, sliding and removable (see figure on p. 13)
Swivel seat with integrated child seat
Plastic floor
Carpeted floor
Floor in wood look “Dark Wood”
Erectable folding table2), in the sliding door (see figure on p. 30)
Pull-out folding table2), integrated in the side panel
(see figure on p. 34)
Multifunction table (see figure on p. 43)
12 V socket
Illuminated USB-C double charging socket3) (see figure on p. 43) NEW
LED lighting, can also be switched from the cockpit NEW

Comfortline

Highline
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03

Luggage compartment (continued)
●

●

●

●

●

—

—
●

—
●

Bicycle carrier for the tailgate
“Premium” bicycle carrier for the tow bar NEW
“Basic Flex” bicycle carrier for the tow bar
Bicycle carrier extension for “Basic Flex”
Ramp for bicycle carrier
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●1)
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Luggage compartment
Glass tailgate
Electrical power closing for tailgate
Electric tailgate
12 V socket
LED lighting NEW
Six fastening rings, foldable and retractable
Luggage compartment cover
Net partition
Multiflex board4) (see figure on p. 10)
Luggage compartment shell
Loading sill protection for the rear bumper
Preparation for tow bar
Tow bar, rigid, up to 2.5 t maximum trailer weight5)
Tow bar, removable, up to 2.5 t maximum trailer weight including
trailer stabilisation5).
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Driver assistance systems
02

Swivel seat with integrated child seat. This
multifunctional seat can be quickly converted
from a full adult to a child seat. The supplied
neck and head support can be easily attached.
Multiflex board. This stable board with padding
divides the luggage compartment, creates an
additional shelf and enlarges the lying surface.4)

01 Loading sill protection. Protects the painted rear
bumper from scratches when loading and unloading
the luggage compartment. The plastic trim is
available in Silver or Black.

Electric tailgate. It can be opened either via the
remote control, the button6) in the driver door
or the tailgate handle and closed by pressing the
button in the tailgate trim or by briefly pulling
down the tailgate.

02 Rail system. The unique rail system allows the
3-seater bench seat and the individual seats to be
moved easily over the entire length of the passenger
compartment. The reason for this is the intelligent
mechanism that allows the seats to slide along on
hard rubber rollers and snap securely upwards at
any point. In order to remove or install the seats,
the aluminium covers can be removed in a few
simple steps. Vehicles with a multifunction table
are equipped with two additional centre rails.

1) Option without additional cost. 2) The folding table may only be used in the vehicle interior when the vehicle is stationary. 3) Not available for the Multivan Comfortline with long wheelbase. 4) If the multiflex board is ordered, the luggage compartment cover is omitted. 5) The permitted
trailer weight varies depending on the engine. 6) Only available for the Multivan Comfortline and the Multivan Highline. 7) As standard in the Multivan Highline. Option at extra charge in the Multivan Trendline and the Multivan Comfortline. 8) Within the system thresholds. 9) The driver must
be prepared at all times to override the assist systems. They are not released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care. 10) Only available in conjunction with a tow bar or with preparation for the tow bar. 11) Only available in conjunction with the 4MOTION all-wheel drive. 12) Will
be introduced at a later date.   Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

Electromechanical steering NEW
Adaptive Cruise Control ACC incl. “Front Assist” area monitoring
system with City Emergency Braking System8)
“Front Assist” area monitoring system with City Emergency
Braking System8)
Dynamic Road Sign Display8) NEW
Cruise control incl. speed limiter8)
“Side Assist” lane change assist8)
“Lane Assist” lane keeping system8), 9) NEW
Cross Wind Assist8) NEW
Trailer stabilisation8), 10)
Brake assist system8)
ParkPilot8) front and rear
“Rear View” reversing camera system8)
“Park Assist” parking steering assistance8) NEW
Side protection7), 8) NEW
Rear Traffic Alert8) NEW
“Trailer Assist” trailer manoeuvring system8) NEW
Daytime running lights
Light & Sight package8)
Fog lights with integrated static cornering light function8)
“Light Assist” high-beam assistant8)
Driver Alert System8)
Tyre Pressure Loss Indicator8)
Tyre Pressure Monitoring System8) NEW
Hill Start Assist8)
Hill Descent Assist8), 11)

•

Standard equipment

•

Optional equipment

– Not available

03 “Premium” bicycle carrier for the tow bar. It is
pushed onto the ball coupling from above and allows
the theft-proof transport of two bicycles with a
maximum weight of 60 kg. To open the tailgate, it
is simply folded down using a foot lever. When not
in use, the bicycle carrier can be folded compactly.

04

04 “Basic Flex” bicycle carrier for the tow bar. The
flexible and expandable bicycle carrier can be loaded
with two bicycles and folded down via a foot lever to
open the tailgate.
Bicycle carrier extension for “Basic Flex”. Allows up
to three bicycles to be carried on the “Basic Flex”
bicycle carrier.

05

05 Bicycle carrier for the tailgate.12) It offers space
for four bicycles and may be loaded with a maximum
weight of 60 kg. The lightweight, anodised aluminium
carrier is also suitable for the electric tailgate.
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Equipment

Trendline

Comfortline

Highline

01

03

Safety and security systems
Electric childproof lock NEW
eCall NEW
Automatic Post-Collision Braking System
Electronic Stabilisation Programme
Anti-lock braking system (ABS)
Traction control system (TCS)
Electronic differential lock (EDL)
Airbags for driver and front passenger
Side and head curtain airbags for driver and front passenger
Head curtain airbags for the outer seats in the passenger
compartment1)
Seat belt warning for the driver seat
ISOFIX and top tether
Electronic immobiliser
Anti-theft warning system with safe function, interior monitoring
and anti-theft alarm
Central locking with two remote controls and internal actuation

Trendline

Comfortline

Highline
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05

07

Air conditioning and sliding headliner (continued)
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02

04

Heated windscreen
Heated rear window
Auxiliary air heater
Auxiliary water heater with auxiliary heating function
Auxiliary water heater with auxiliary heating function and
remote control
Sliding window, left side
Sliding window, right side
Heat-insulating windows
Privacy glass in the passenger compartment
Black solar protection film in the passenger compartment
Sun blinds in the passenger compartment (see figure on p. 09)
Good Night Package
Cool box (see figure on p. 43)

06

A

B

C

Running gear and off-road performance

Air conditioning and sliding headliner
Air conditioning in the cab with electronic control
“Climatronic” 3-zone air conditioning system
Seat heating for driver and front passenger
Auxiliary heater (for passenger compartment)
Recirculating air canopy with two vent trims in the passenger
compartment

Equipment
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01 Central locking with two remote controls and
internal actuation. Depending on the vehicle
equipment, the electric tailgate and the two electric
sliding doors can also be opened and closed
independently of each other using separate buttons.
02 eCall. After an accident, automatically transmits
the time, position and number of vehicle occupants
to the emergency call centre and establishes a voice
connection. The system is activated by a crash sensor
or manually via the emergency call button.
Electric childproof lock. The sliding doors can be
locked separately from the cockpit using buttons.

03 Air conditioning system in driver cab with
electronic control. It makes it possible to infinitely
adjust to a comfortable temperature.
04 “Climatronic” 3-zone air conditioning system.
The fully automatic air conditioning system with
allergen filter has various sensors and keeps the set
temperature constant for the driver, front passenger
and other passengers. In the passenger compartment,
a second heater, an additional evaporator and several
vents in the recirculating air canopy ensure a pleasant
climate.

Dynamic running gear, approx. 20 mm2) lowered body
Adaptive chassis control DCC1)
17-inch running gear with 17-inch disc brakes at the front and
16-inch disc brakes at the rear
4MOTION all-wheel drive3)
Mechanical rear axle differential lock4)
Underbody protection for engine and gearbox
Underbody protection for rear axle differential4)
Sill trims, left and right

05 Auxiliary air heater. It works independently of
the heater and fresh air ventilation system and can
be controlled both via the central control panel and
by remote control. Upon request, an auxiliary water
heater is also available.
06 Heat-insulating windows (A). Significantly reduces
the heat in the vehicle interior. Privacy glass (B). The
dark windows in the passenger compartment offer a
high degree of discretion. Black solar protection film
(C). In combination with the privacy glass, it creates
an almost opaque window.

Anti-theft warning system with interior monitoring.
Triggers acoustic and visual warning signals in the
event of unlawful entry into the vehicle or unlawful
uncoupling of a trailer. The safe function prevents
the doors from being opened from the inside, e.g.
when the windows are smashed in.

Sun blinds. The dark net structure protects against
sunlight and curious glances.

1) Not available for the Multivan Comfortline with long wheelbase. 2) Please note that these are approximate values and dimensions may vary due to manufacturing tolerances.
Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

3) Not available for all engines.

4) Only in conjunction with the 4MOTION all-wheel drive.   Please contact your local

•

Standard equipment

•

Optional equipment

– Not available

07 Sliding windows. New handles make it even
easier to open and close the side windows.
Cool box. It is electrically powered by the second
battery and is suitable for both cooling and heating.
The 32-litre box can be removed without a base
plate and loaded with 1.5-litre bottles horizontally
or 1.0-litre bottles vertically in the kitchen.
Good Night Package. The Good Night Package is
available in combination with the multiflex board.
The package includes fabric blackout panels for
the windows, a mini reading light, a washable cover
and three drawers under the 3-seater bench seat.
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Conquering streets and
hearts since 1950.
The “Bulli” camper van.

Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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More information is available at vwn.de/anschlussgarantie

The vehicles shown in this catalogue may be equipped with optional extra at additional
cost. All of the information regarding equipment and technical data is based on the
characteristics of the German market and corresponds to the knowledge available at
the time of printing. Your local Volkswagen dealer will be happy to provide you with
details on the products available in your country. Subject to change without notice.
DSG® and 4MOTION® are registered marks of Volkswagen AG and other companies in the
Volkswagen Group in Germany and in other countries. The fact that a mark is not shown
with an ® sign in this document cannot be interpreted as meaning that this mark is
not a registered mark and/or that this mark can be used without prior approval in writing
from Volkswagen AG. Volkswagen provides for the return and recycling of end-of-life
vehicles. As such, all Volkswagen vehicles can be recycled and, subject to fulfilment of
legal prerequisites, can be returned free of charge. Further information is available from
your Volkswagen dealer, on the Internet at volkswagen.com or in the Federal Republic of
Germany via the free-call phone number 0800 – VOLKSWAGEN (0800 – 86 55 79 24 36).

Your Volkswagen dealer

The use of mobile online services from We Connect is made possible by an integrated
Internet connection. Where network coverage is available, the data costs incurred in this
context within Europe are borne by Volkswagen AG, with the exception of Streaming &
Internet services. To use the Streaming & Internet services and the wireless internet
hotspot, data bundles can be bought via an external mobile communications partner,
Cubic Telecom, and used within many European countries where network coverage
exists. Information on prices and supported countries is available at vw.cubictelecom.
com. Alternatively, it is possible to use Internet radio, hybrid radio, and media streaming
via a mobile end device (for example a smartphone) that is enabled to function as a mobile
wireless internet hotspot. In this case, the corresponding services are available only in
conjunction with an existing or separately concluded mobile contract between you and
your mobile provider, and only where coverage by the corresponding mobile network is
available. Depending on your mobile phone tariff, receiving data from the Internet may
incur additional charges, particularly if you are using the phone abroad (e.g. roaming
charges). To be able to use the free We Connect app, you need a smartphone with a suitable
iOS or Android operating system and a SIM card with a data package as part of an existing
mobile phone contract between you and your mobile phone company or with a contract
concluded separately for this purpose. The availability of the individual We Connect and
We Connect Plus services described in the packages may vary from country to country.
The services are available during the agreed contractual period and may be subject to
amendments or ceased throughout the duration of the contract. For more information,
visit vwn.de/mod or contact your Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles dealer. For information
regarding your mobile phone tariff, please contact your network provider.

